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We’re for citronella candles and mozzie bites.
Chilly bins and fresh fish on ice.
We’re for sleep ins, Sundays and secluded bays.
Butchers, delis and steaks on polystyrene trays.
We’re for canapés, salads and dinner parties.
Grilled corn, fried prawns and something hearty.
We’re for pineapple on pizza and party hats.
Roast lamb, minted peas and tidbits for the neighbour’s cat.
We’re for loud music and broken glasses.
Honey glazed ham and eating the fastest.
We’re for sunsets at the beach, woollen blankets on knees.
Licking fingers and three kinds of cheese.
We’re for renovations and rewards.
The patio and the great outdoors.
We’re for cucumber water and herbs in pots.
A skinny onion we call a shallot.
We’re for the last of the summer sun and wild nights
full of endless fun.
We’re for crisp, chilled wine and warm, flat beer.
Accidentally breaking the old plastic chair.
We’re for first homes and meat falling off the bone.
Experimenting and sticking to what we already know.
We’re for beaches, baches and backyard pride...

Broil King

®
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WHY BROIL KING ?
®

FULLY ENCLOSED
COOKBOX

DUAL- TUBE™
BURNERS

FLAV-R-WAVE™
SYSTEM

When you’ve got your mates around
for a barbie there’s nothing worse
than your burners blowing out in the
wind or your grill just not getting hot
enough. Most BBQs have big open
gaps at the back of the cookbox
where the heat escapes and the wind
gets in. The cookbox in a Broil King®
BBQ is fully enclosed so the wind
can’t get in and the heat can’t get out.
Broil King® BBQs also have a tripleskinned lid with either a heavy-duty
cast aluminium or double-skinned
stainless steel cookbox, ensuring
awesome heat retention no matter the
season. Your Broil King® will get hot
and stay hot - every time.

Hot and cold spots are a common beef
for BBQ users. You might be familiar
with the old ‘food shuffle’ - using the
back of the grill to keep your sausages
warm while searing on the hotter
parts of the grill. Broil King® BBQs have
one-of-a-kind Dual-Tube™ burners
that make sure the gas ignites evenly
along the burner, meaning the grill
surface is equally hot from the front
to the back. The burners also have
horizontal ports on each side, giving
two ribbons of flame. Twice the flame
equals twice the heat and no cold
spots between burners. Gone are the
days of discovering that half of your
steaks are overcooked while the other
half are still mooing.

The secret to delicious BBQ flavour
is smoke infusion and Broil King®
BBQs do this best thanks to the
Flav-R-WaveTM system. The FlavR-WavesTM cover the entire area
between the burners and the grill
surface, protecting the burners and
providing even heat for corner to
corner cooking. Fats and juices drip
down through the grills, land on the
extremely hot Flav-R-WavesTM and
instantly transform into BBQ flavour.
Cooking with the lid down traps this
flavour inside the BBQ so it is infused
back into your food. You’ll be pulling
the juiciest, tastiest steaks off the grill
every time.
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SELF-CLEANING

MADE IN CANADA

There aren’t many jobs worse than
having to clean out your BBQ so you’ll
love that Broil King® BBQs have a
self-cleaning cookbox. Thanks to the
Flav-R-WaveTM system turning the fats
and juices into flavour while you’re
cooking, keeping the cookbox clean is
as simple as brushing off the grills and
burning off your BBQ after each use.
No more kitty litter or sawdust.
No more cleaning out or replacing
your BBQ’s fat tray every couple
of uses. Much more time for more
important things... like deciding what
to cook on your Broil King® tonight!

There’s a lot of choice out there when
it comes to BBQs. You can go for
something cheaper that’s designed to
only last for a couple of seasons before
being thrown out. Or you can invest in
a grill to last the distance, like a
Broil King®. Broil King® BBQs are made
in Canada from high quality materials
and components and are built to last
many years. If you’re not convinced,
just check out our warranties - they’re
proof of the trust we have in our
products.
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Porta-Chef
Series

TM

PORTA-CHEFTM 120

950653NZ

FEATURES
1 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 10
COOKING SURFACE
46cmL x 31cmW

$499RRP
READY TO GO IN SECONDS.

Select Grill
Cover

$69RRP
67420
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• 4.1 kW main barbeque burner (13,990 BTUs)
• Porcelain coated cast iron cooking grid
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Linear Flow™ infinitely adjustable burner valves
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Accu-Temp™ thermometer
GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 93.0 cm
Width 52.0 cm
Length 109.0 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
18.0kg

PORTA-CHEFTM 320

952653NZ

FEATURES
3 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 12
COOKING SURFACE
55cmL x 34cmW

• 5.25 kW main barbeque burner (17,914 BTUs)
• Porcelain coated cast iron cooking grid
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Linear Flow™ infinitely adjustable burner valves
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Accu-Temp™ thermometer
GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 105.0 cm
Width 52.0 cm
Length 109.0 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
18.0kg

$599RRP

Cooking on-the-go has never been
more convenient than with the
Porta-Chef series.
TM

For the boat, the bach, camping, picnicking, on the apartment
balcony, the small deck, or in the back yard, the Porta-ChefTM is the
perfect portable barbecue choice. Easily folds down to fit in the
back of your car, the sturdy legs then quickly snap into place when
you reach the campsite or the beach, providing a stable standalone grill. You can add the Porta-Chef™ portable BBQ cart for
more permanent use in the backyard.

PORTA-CHEFTM
320 CART
902500NZ

Extra sturdy epoxy painted
black cart with decorative front
panel and two large 18cm
crack-proof wheels. For use
with the Porta-ChefTM 320.

$249RRP

Select Grill Cover

Hot Plate

$69RRP

$99RRP

67420

11237
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Why the steel we use is best suited
for New Zealand BBQs
The “magnet test” has long been used to test
the quality of steel - why is this?
It’s because 304 “marine grade” steel contains
nickel which is magnetic (nickel improves
formability of steel - very useful for boatbuilding). Marine grade steel is obviously
designed for corrosive marine conditions, so if a
magnet sticks to an appliance the steel must be
high quality marine grade steel, right? Logical,
but this isn’t true - read on to find out why some
steels will stand the test of New Zealand’s salty
sea air better than others.

these imperfections to ensure no contaminants
will get in and start creating rust. Finishing steel
is where much of the production cost lies - if
your steel appliance is cheap, chances are it
hasn’t been finished well.
There are two ways to finish steel - polishing
(sort of like buffing it) which is easy and
cheap, or rolling it (think rolling pins) which
is expensive but gives amazing results.
Remember that Chromium oxide layer? Look
what happens to the steel when it’s polished
not rolled:

It’s not magnetic nickel which gives steel antirust properties, it is:

Chromium oxide layer
Imperfections

Chromium content
When added to steel, Chromium forms a very
thin layer of oxide which prevents the iron in the
steel from rusting. Marine grade steels like 304
have 17-18% Chromium content which is seen
as sufficient to protect boats from corrosive sea
water.
However, there is another grade of steel - 430
grade - which also has 17% chromium. Unlike
304, 430 grade steel doesn’t contain expensive
nickel, so it’s perfect for applications which
do require high anti-corrosion properties but
which don’t require the metal to be particularly
formable. There’s no point spending money
on steel containing nickel if you don’t need it,
it’s the chromium which is the key. Throw your
magnet away.

The way the steel is finished
Chromium content aside, the factor defining
rust resistance is how the steel has been
finished. In its raw form, steel is very porous and
needs to undergo a finishing process to remove

Polished
Complete Seal

Rolled
Broil Kings are constructed out of premium
430 rolled stainless steel. The high chromium
content and rolled finish give fantastic results
against rust, but there are some things you can
do to keep your grill looking new in the years to
come:
1. Keep your grill covered when not in use
2. Give it a wipe-down every month with
mildly soapy water
3. Wipe food spills up, don’t leave them as
they will facilitate rust
4. Use Broil Kings Stainless Cleaner if you
see ‘tea-staining’ - never let signs of rust
go untreated
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Monarch Series
TM

MONARCH 320TM

834253NZ

FEATURES
3 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 15
COOKING SURFACE
55cmL x 38cmW

• 8.8 kW main barbeque burner (30,027 BTUs)
• Reversible heavy duty cast iron cooking grids
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Linear Flow™ infinitely adjustable burner valves
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer
GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 119.0 cm
Width 56.0 cm
Length 132.0 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
46.4kg

$999RRP
Hot Plate

$119RRP

Select Grill Cover

Premium Grill Cover

$99RRP

$149RRP

67470

11223

68470

MONARCH 390TM

834283NZ

FEATURES
3 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 15
COOKING SURFACE
55cmL x 38cmW

• 8.8 kW main barbeque burner (30,027 BTUs)
• Reversible heavy duty cast iron cooking grids
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Linear Flow™ infinitely adjustable burner valves
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer
GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 119.0 cm
Width 56.0 cm
Length 132.0 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
58.0kg

SIDE BURNER
ROTISSERIE
BURNER & KIT

$1299RRP
Hot Plate

$119RRP

Select Grill Cover

Premium Grill Cover

$99RRP

$149RRP

67470

11223
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Crown Series
TM

CROWNTM 310

981253NZ

FEATURES
3 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 12
COOKING SURFACE
49cmL x 44cmW

• 8.8 kW main barbeque burner (30,027 BTUs)
• Heavy duty cast iron cooking grids
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Linear Flow™ infinitely adjustable burner valves
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer
GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 116.8 cm
Width 58.4 cm
Length 118.1 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
34.8kg

$799RRP
Hot Plate

$139RRP
11242

Select Grill Cover

Premium Grill Cover

$99RRP

$149RRP

67470

CROWNTM 410

68470

982253NZ

FEATURES
3 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 15
COOKING SURFACE
65cmL x 44cmW

• 11.4 kW main bbq burner (38,898 BTUs)
• Heavy duty cast iron cooking grids
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Linear Flow™ infinitely adjustable burner valves
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer
GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 116.8 cm
Width 58.4 cm
Length 142.2 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
62.4kg

$999RRP

Hot Plate

$139RRP
11242

Select Grill Cover

Premium Grill Cover

$129RRP

$169RRP

67487

10

68487

We’re for canapés,
salads and dinner
parties.
Grilled corn,
fried prawns and
something hearty.
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Baron Series
TM

BARONTM 420

922953NZ

FEATURES
4 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 15
COOKING SURFACE
65cmL x 44cmW

• 11.4 kW main bbq burner (38,898 BTUs)
• Reversible heavy duty cast iron cooking grids
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Linear Flow™ infinitely adjustable burner valves
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer
GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 116.0 cm
Width 61.0 cm
Length 145.0 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
68.0kg

$1399RRP

Hot Plate

$139RRP
11242

Select Grill Cover

Premium Grill Cover

$129RRP

$169RRP

67487
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68487

BARONTM 440

922963NZ

FEATURES
4 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 15
COOKING SURFACE
65cmL x 44cmW

• 11.4 kW main bbq burner (38,898 BTUs)
• Reversible heavy duty cast iron cooking grids
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Linear Flow™ infinitely adjustable burner valves
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer
GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 116.0 cm
Width 61.0 cm
Length 145.0 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
69.0kg

SIDE BURNER

E
LABL
AVAI NLESS
AI
IN ST EEL
ST

$1599RRP

Hot Plate

Select Grill Cover

Premium Grill Cover

$129RRP

$169RRP

$139RRP

67487

11242
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Baron Series
TM

BARONTM 490

922983NZ

FEATURES
4 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 15
COOKING SURFACE
65cmL x 44cmW

• 11.4 kW main bbq burner (38,898 BTUs)
• Reversible heavy duty cast iron cooking grids
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Linear-Flow™ valves with 180° Sensi-Touch™ control
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer
GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 116.0 cm
Width 61.0 cm
Length 145.0 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
74.0kg

SIDE BURNER

ROTISSERIE
BURNER & KIT

$1799RRP

Hot Plate

$139RRP
11242

Select Grill Cover

Premium Grill Cover

$129RRP

$169RRP

67487
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68487

BARONTM 590

923983NZ

FEATURES
5 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 20
COOKING SURFACE
82cmL x 44cmW
SIDE BURNER

• 13.2 kW main bbq burner (45,040 BTUs)
• 13.2 kwh stainless steel Dual-Tube™ burner system
• Reversible heavy duty cast iron cooking grids
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Linear-Flow™ valves with 180° Sensi-Touch™ control
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer

GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 116.0 cm
Width 61.0 cm
Length 161.0 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
85.0kg

ROTISSERIE
BURNER & KIT

$2099RRP

Hot Plate

$139RRP

Select Grill Cover

Premium Grill Cover

$139RRP

$179RRP

67488

11242

15
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Regal Series
TM

REGALTM 440

956263NZ

FEATURES
4 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 20
COOKING SURFACE
65cmL x 49cmW

• 13.2 kW main bbq burner (45,040 BTUs)
• Reversible heavy duty cast iron cooking grids
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer
GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 125.0 cm
Width 63.0 cm
Length 143.0 cm

SIDE BURNER
CONDIMENT
SHELVES
GAS BOTTLE
DRAWER

Hot Plate

$139RRP
11239

Premium Grill Cover

$179RRP
68491
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$1999RRP

GRILL WEIGHT
85.0kg

REGALTM 490

956283NZ

FEATURES
4 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 20

• 13.2 kW main bbq burner (45,040 BTUs)
• Reversible heavy duty cast iron cooking grids
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer
GRILL WEIGHT
82.0kg

GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 125.0 cm
Width 63.0 cm
Length 143.0 cm

COOKING SURFACE
65cmL x 49cmW
SIDE BURNER
CONDIMENT
SHELVES
ROTISSERIE
BURNER & KIT

$2299RRP

GAS BOTTLE
DRAWER

Premium Grill Cover

Hot Plate

$179RRP

$139RRP

68491

11239

REGALTM 590

958283NZ

FEATURES
5 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 24

• 16 kW main bbq burner (55,959 BTUs)
• Reversible heavy duty cast iron cooking grids
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer

COOKING SURFACE
82cmL x 49cmW

GRILL WEIGHT
97.2kg

GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 125.0 cm
Width 63.0 cm
Length 159.0 cm

SIDE BURNER
CONDIMENT
SHELVES
ROTISSERIE
BURNER & KIT
GAS BOTTLE
DRAWER

$2899RRP

Premium Grill Cover

Hot Plate

$199RRP

$139RRP

68492

11239
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Imperial Series
TM

18

IMPERIALTM XL

957783NZ

FEATURES
6 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 30
COOKING SURFACE
96cmL x 49cmW

• 17.6 kW main bbq burner (60,054 BTUs)
• Reversible heavy duty cast stainless steel cooking grids
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Linear-Flow™ valves
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer
GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 125.0 cm
Width 63.0 cm
Length 193.0 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
145.0kg

SIDE BURNER
CONDIMENT
SHELVES
ROTISSERIE
BURNER & KIT
GAS BOTTLE
DRAWER

HOT PLATE
INCLUDED

$4999RRP

Premium Grill Cover

$219RRP
68490
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IMPERIALTM 490

956783NZ

FEATURES
4 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 20
COOKING SURFACE
65cmL x 49cmW
SIDE BURNER

• 13.2 kW main bbq burner (45,040 BTUs)
• 4.4 kwh stainless rear rotisserie burner
• Reversible heavy duty cast stainless steel cooking grids
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Linear-Flow™ valves
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer

GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 125.0 cm
Width 63.0 cm
Length 157.5 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
102.0kg

CONDIMENT
SHELVES
ROTISSERIE
BURNER & KIT

E
LABL
AVAI NLESS
AI
IN ST EEL
ST

$3499RRP

GAS BOTTLE
DRAWER

Premium Grill
Cover

HOT PLATE
INCLUDED

$149RRP
68470

IMPERIALTM 590

958783NZ

FEATURES
5 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 24
COOKING SURFACE
81cmL x 49cmW
SIDE BURNER

• 16 kW main bbq burner (55,959 BTUs)
• 4.4 kwh stainless rear rotisserie burner
• Reversible heavy duty cast stainless steel cooking grids
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Linear-Flow™ valves
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer

GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 125.0 cm
Width 63.0 cm
Length 174.0 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
116.58kg

CONDIMENT
SHELVES
ROTISSERIE
BURNER & KIT
GAS BOTTLE
DRAWER

HOT PLATE
INCLUDED

$3999RRP
Premium Grill
Cover

$199RRP
68492
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REGALTM 420 BUILT-IN

Inbuilt Range

885653NZ

FEATURES
4 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 15

• 13.2 kW main bbq burner (45,040 BTUs)
• Reversible heavy duty cast iron cooking grids
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Linear-Flow™ valves
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer

COOKING SURFACE

65cmL x 49cmW

GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 62.5 cm
Width 68.5 cm
Length 78.9 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
LP TBD

E
LABL
AVAI NLESS
AI
IN ST EEL
ST

$1999RRP

Premium Grill
Cover

Hot Plate

$139RRP

$135RRP

11239

68591

IMPERIALTM 490 BUILT-IN

956083NZ

FEATURES
4 BURNER
COOKS FOR
UP TO 15
COOKING SURFACE
65cmL x 49cmW
SIDE BURNER

• 16.4 kW main bbq burner (55,959 BTUs)
• 4.4 kwh stainless rear rotisserie burner
• 2.7 kwh stainless steel side burner
• 3,226 sq. cm. primary cooking surface
• Reversible heavy duty cast stainless steel cooking grids
• Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
• Linear-Flow™ valves
• Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer
GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 62.5 cm
Width 68.5 cm
Length 78.9 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
LP 63.5kg

ROTISSERIE
BURNER & KIT

E
LABL
AVAI NLESS
AI
IN ST EEL
ST

$3499RRP
Premium Grill
Cover

Hot Plate

$139RRP

$135RRP

11239

68591
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Keg Series
TM

KEGTM 5000

911470

FEATURES

COOKS FOR
UP TO 15
COOKING SURFACE
480mm Wide x 480mm Deep

REMOVABLE
ASH PAN
TOWBAR
ADAPTER

4 8 cm

$1799RRP

• 3,097 sq. cm total cooking area
• 1,807 sq. cm primary cooking surface
• Removable steel ash tray with black cast aluminum damper
• Secondary chrome coated cooking rack
• Removable resin side shelves with integrated tool hooks
• Durable stand with large wheels for portability
• High quality epoxy grey paint finish
• Heavy-duty cast iron cooking grid
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer
• Cast iron upper damper
• Rust resistant porcelain coated cooking chamber
• Heavy duty resin handles
• Latch and lock lid mechanism
• Insulated double walled steel body
• Two front handle bottle openers
KEG DIMENSIONS
Height 119.0 cm
Width 70.0 cm
Length 104.0 cm

KEG WEIGHT
57kg

Premium Grill Cover

$159RRP
KA5535

Cast Iron Grid
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KEGTM 2000

911050

FEATURES
COOKS FOR
UP TO 15
COOKING SURFACE
480mm Wide x 480mm Deep

$1599RRP

• 1,806 sq. cm. total cooking space
• Heavy-duty cast iron cooking grid
• Heavy duty stationary stand
• Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer
• Cast iron upper damper
• Latch and lock lid mechanism
• Stainless steel lower damper
• Rust resistant porcelain coated cooking chamber
• Heavy duty resin handles
KEG DIMENSIONS
Height 114.0 cm
Width 70.0 cm
Length 73.0 cm

KEG WEIGHT
52kg

Premium Grill Cover

$79RRP
KA5544

KEGTM GRILLING CABINET
911500

Turn your Keg® into a complete outdoor grilling area.
Made of durable stainless steel, the stylish work top gives you the space you
need to prepare food right at the grill. Sturdy doors and handles, also made of
stainless steel, provide ample storage for grilling necessities. The convenient
pull-out tray is perfect for storing bags of charcoal or wood chips and chunks.
The heavy-duty steel cabinet and base is finished with a premium powder-coat
epoxy paint for long lasting durability.

$1299RRP *Cabinet Only
Premium Grill Cover

$199RRP
KA5536

The Keg’s unique shape is specifically designed
for efficient thermal convection-style cooking
while its double steel walled construction provides
unmatched heat retention and durability.

23
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Smoke Series
TM

OFFSET CHARCOAL SMOKER
958050

FEATURES
COOKS FOR
UP TO 20
COOKING SURFACE

Styled after a traditional southern offset
smoker, the well crafted Broil King® offset
grill offers the cooking performance of its
gas powered siblings.
The large cooking chamber provides ample space for low and
slow or high temperature charcoal searing while the offset
smoker chamber infuses mouth-watering authentic smoke
flavour.

320mm Wide x 193mm Deep

GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 133.0 cm
Width 178.0 cm
Length 264.0 cm

$1999RRP

Hot Plate

Select Grill Cover

$139RRP

$129RRP

11239

• 6,419 sq. cm. total cooking space
• 4,032 sq. cm. primary cooking space
• Adjustable Roto-DraftTM cast aluminium damper system
• Reversible heavy duty cast iron cooking grids
• 2 dual-purpose smoke diffusing charcoal trays
• Accu-Temp™ thermometer with black bezel

67050

24

GRILL WEIGHT
84.0kg

Available in either gas or charcoal models,
Broil King™Smoke™ cabinet smokers are
engineered to create mouth-watering,
authentic Smoke™ flavour.
Attention to detail is evident throughout these
smokers, from durable construction to exceptional
cooking versatility.

VERTICAL GAS SMOKER
923614NZ

• 4.4 kWh stainless steel burner
• 4,968 sq. cm. total cooking space
• 4 adjustable 5mm stainless steel cooking grids
• Adjustable multi-purpose rib/roast rack
• Adjustable Roto-Draft™ cast aluminium damper system
• Extra large stainless steel water bowl and smoker tray
• 16 stainless steel meat hooks
• 4 sturdy tool hooks
• 2 heavy-duty door handles

GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 123.0 cm
Width 64.8 cm
Length 72.0 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
33.0kg

Select Grill Cover

$69RRP
67240

$999RRP

VERTICAL CHARCOAL SMOKER
923610

• 4,968 sq. cm. total cooking space
• 4 adjustable 5mm stainless steel cooking grids
• Adjustable multi-purpose rib/roast rack
• Adjustable Roto-Draft™ cast aluminium damper system
• Extra large stainless steel water bowl and smoker tray
• 16 stainless steel meat hooks
• 4 sturdy tool hooks
• 2 heavy-duty door handles

GRILL DIMENSIONS
Height 123.0 cm
Width 64.8 cm
Length 72.0 cm

GRILL WEIGHT
32.0kg

$899RRP
25
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Hot Plates

EXACT FIT HOT PLATES

Heavy duty cast iron griddles designed to be reversible; one
side is smooth for frying while the other side is ribbed for
searing. Matte porcelain coating. Use in place of a section
of your Broil King® cooking grids.

ITEM

MODELS

PRICE

11239

Imperial, Regal, Off Set Smoker

$139

11242

Baron, Crown

$139

11223

Monarch

$119

11237

Porta-Chef™ 320

$99

11220

Sovereign (pre-2017 model)

$119

11211

Signet (pre-2017 model)

$139
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Covers
PREMIUM | EXACT FIT COVERS
Crafted from water resistant PVC with a heavy woven
900D polyester backing. Premium covers feature mesh
venting for enhanced air flow and moisture resistance as
well as hook and loop closures for a superior fit.
Blue accent stitching adds style to the extra-reinforced
seams. Molded rubber handles make the cover easy to
remove. Well-crafted covers to protect well-built grills!

SELECT | EXACT FIT COVERS

Broil King® Select Series covers are crafted from durable
and weather resistant PVC outer shell with a 500 x 300D
polyester lining. These deluxe covers feature hook and loop
closures, polyester handles, and the Broil King® logo
screened onto the front.

ITEM

MODELS

PRICE

ITEM

MODELS

PRICE

68490

Imperial XL, Regal XL

$219

67488

Baron 590

$139

68492

Imperial 590, Regal 590

$199

67487

Baron/Crown 400 series

$129

68491

Imperial 490, Regal 490

$179

67470

Monarch/Baron/Crown 300 series $99

68488

Baron 590

$179

67420

Baron/Crown 400 series

$169

Porta-Chef series
(Gem series, shelves down)

$69

68487
68470

Monarch/Baron/Crown 300 series $149

67050

SMOKE™ OFFSET SMOKER

$129

67240

SMOKE™ VERTICAL SMOKERS

$69
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Accessories

Premium

Flat Topper

$99

Grill Topper

$59

$59

Deep Dish Grill Wok

$89

$69

Professional Griddle

$129

39.3 x 33.0cm. Design keeps foods contained within
the topper cooking surface.
69712

Grilling Wok

Perforated stainless steel grilling wok with stainless
handles.
69820

Narrow Stainless Griddle

A heavy stainless steel griddle designed to fit front to
back on most Broil King® grills. Perfect for searing.
69122

40.6 x 27.9cm. Stainless steel grilling topper with
stainless handles and raised contours.
69720

33.0 x 24.8cm. Gives you more cooking space and the
deep dish keeps foods contained within the wok.
69818

Heavy duty all stainless steel universal griddle with a
grease trough with pour spouts.
69165
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Narrow Topper

$39

Narrow Wok

$39

Grilling Steel

$99

36.83 x 16.51 x 1.9 cm. Designed to sit on top of one grid
segment in Broil King® grills this roasting topper is a real
space saver.
69722

36.83 x 16.51 x 8.89 cm. A deep stainless wok designed to sit
on top of one grid segment in Broil King® grills..
69822

Designed to perform and outlast cast iron. Perfect tool to
sear steak, seafood, and sautéed onions
69160

Roaster Basket

$79

Roasting basket features micro perforations, a smooth
roasting surface and all stainless construction.
69819

Cast Grilling Wok

$139

$99

Rib Roaster

$169

Stainless Roasting Pan

$59

Paella Pan

$89

Multi Rack and Skewer Kit

$65

Dual Prong Skewers

$17

Cast Mini Roaster

$79

Heavy cast iron mini roaster provides even heat when
baking. Porcelain coating makes cleaning quick and easy.
69700

Imperial/Regal Cast Wok

A durable 35.5cm diameter porcelain coating
surrounds heavy cast iron.
69710

$109

69618
This durable heavy cast iron wok sits close to the heat
source for high heat sautéing and roasting. Seasoning the
cast will help it last for years and deliver a great non-stick
surface, care for it as you would a cast iron pan.

Fajita Pan with Holder

$59

Rib Rack & Roast Support

$99

Heavy duty cast iron skillet for preparing fajitas and other
fried items on the grill. The set includes a hardwood base.
69470

Rib and roast rack accommodates 5 racks of ribs
within an ultra durable stainless steel wire frame.
62602

Baron/Sovereign Cast Wok
69617

Use as a roasting pan or drip tray for the rib rack.
Easy to clean. 34cm x 24cm x 4cm
63105

This kit is as multi-functional as a grilling accessory
can get. Includes 6 stainless skewers, can hold up to
6 racks of ribs.
64233
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Ribs cook completely and stay moist in under an hour.
Crafted to fit directly on the cooking grids.
69615

35.5cm. Stainless steel paella pan that can also be
used as a multi-purpose pan for roasting or frying.
69614

Two prongs are the best way to keep cooked foods from
spinning when they’re being moved or flipped. Nobody likes
kebabs that are cooked on only one side. Set of 4.
64049
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Narrow Kebab Rack

$27

Hold 4 dual prong skewers at a time in two possible
positions. Lay the skewers flat to keep them away from the
heat or stand them vertically to get them close to or on the
grill surface. Set contains 4.
69138

$39

Presentation Skewer Rack

Appetiser kebabs can go straight from the grill to a
cutting board or table side.
64050

Wing Rack

$55

Pepper Roaster

$49

The wing rack allows users to hang chicken wing and
drumsticks, without placing them on the grill surface.
64152

Integrated heat shield lower-rack to help cook peppers
evenly without burning. Cook up to 14 peppers.
69155

Premium
Grill Basket
$49
This grilling basket is ideal for roasting on the
grill or fireside.
65070

Chicken Roaster

$29

Includes one set of stainless steel supports that can
accommodate most chickens. Thermometer included.
69132

$89

Chicken Roaster with Pan

Chicken roaster is crafted of 100% stainless steel with a
heavy base and oversized 10 mm handles.
69133
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Roaster Steamer

$79

One topper with endless options. 33.0cm diameter. For
roasting pizzas, chicken, steaming veggies, seafood etc.
69824

Pizza Stone Grill Set

$159

The set includes a 33cm pizza stone, cradle with thermometer
and wooden pizza peel.
69816

Mezzaluna Pizza Cutter

$39

The 38cm Broil King® Mezzaluna cutter can easily slice large
pizzas and dough thanks to its durable stainless blade and
soft grip resin handle.
69805

15 inch Grilling Stone

$69

The 38cm diameter ceramic composite grilling and pizza
stone is ideal for high temperature baking on your grill.
69814

Pizza Peel

$69

Crafted of durable stainless steel, the Broil King pizza peel
is a pizza griller’s best friend. Folds for convenient storage.
69800
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Basic Led Grill Light

$30

Side Table Thermometer

$65

Instant Read Thermeter

$35

Mini Thermometers

$35

Folding Instant Thermometer

$39

Marinade Injector

$35

Attaches to the handle of any Broil King® grill with
a flexible elastomer strap. COB light strip, weather
resistant body. Left or right hand operation. Batteries
not included.
60934

A 4 pack of mini meat thermometers with silicone
bezels for easy removal.
61138

Monitor the whole cookout – reads two temperatures at
one time. Two cuts of meat, no problem; a roast and the
ambient grill temperature, no sweat. Integrated countdown
timer and a wide range of target doneness for each cut of
meat. Backlit screen, batteries not included.
61935

Digital thermometer with micro probe tip. Quick accurate
readings. Soft silicone outer shell and backlit screen.
61135
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Quick temperature level readouts, backlit screen, fine tip
probe, rugged body. Everything a backyard chef needs,
compact and reliable. Batteries not included.
61825

A great accessory for injecting flavour into meat. Includes
both a large and small needle tip and has a window.
61495

Stainless Steel Basting Set

$25

A silicone basting brush and stainless steel bowl with
integrated measured increments for accurate sauce
preparation.
61491

Imperial Grill Tools

$109

4 piece barbecue tool set features a durable design
tough enough for even the most demanding griller.
64004

$25

Basting Set

$29

Basting Brush

BaronTM Series Tool Set

$89

Porta-Chef Series Tool Kit

Silicone basting brush and stainless basting bowl.
61490

The Baron™ series tool set contains a turner, locking
tong, basting brush and grill brush.
64003
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Stainless steel basting brush features a silicone
basting head that is heat resistant.
64013

$120

The Porta-Chef™ tool set is completely self contained, the
marinade or dirty tool storage container contains a turner,
locking tong, grill brush, silicone basting brush, and 20 cm
chef’s knife. Top it all off with a reversible cutting board.
64001
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Oregano & Garlic Rub
Ingredients
• 1/4 cup mild chilli powder
• 1/4 cup sugar
• 1 tbsp dried oregano
• 1 tbsp fresh thyme, minced
• 1 tsp lemon zest, finely grated
• 1 tsp salt
• 9 cloves garlic, finely minced
• 1 tbsp dried minced onion
• 2 tsp ground ginger

Directions
Mix all ingredients and rub lightly into the surface
of whatever you are grilling.

Grill Turner

$29

Stainless steel turner. Has integrated bottle opener,
hanging hook and a high density resin handle inset.
64011

Super Flipper

$35

BaronTM Tong

$19

Stainless steel super flipper with an extended blade.
Integrated bottle opener & hanging hook.
64010

BaronTM Turner

$19

Oil Mister

$29

The flexible blade of this grill turner allows it to scoop
up items easily.
64031

Maple BBQ Sauce
Ingredients
• 1 1/2 cups maple syrup
• 1 cup vegetable oil
• 1/2 cup soy sauce
• 2 tbsp juniper berries (optional)
• 1 1/2 cups apple cider vinegar
• 1/2 cup molasses
• 3 tbsp dijon mustard

Directions
Combine all of the above ingredients and brush
on pork, chicken, or fish toward the end of the
grilling time to avoid burning the sugar in the
sauce.

Grill Tong

$29

Stainless steel locking tong with combined lifting
function of a grill turner.
64012

Soft Grip locking tongs
64032
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The quick mist oil sprayer is a multi-functional, non-aerosol
mist sprayer. Use to baste food or to coat cooking grids.
60940

Premium Pork
Claws

$45

These meat shredding claws are designed to hold
and pull pork roasts, pot roasts and poultry.
64070

Silicone Side Shelf Mat

$35

Grill Brush

$20

Replacement Heads

$20

Baron Grill Brush

$19

Extra Wide Nylon Grill Brush

$29

Extra Wide Grill Brush

$29

Mat protects your grill from the grease or sauce that may
drip or run off of your tools or grill toppers.
60009

This grill brush features a hard ergonomic resin handle,
and rigid stainless shaft and head. Integrated grime guard,
stainless bristles
64034

Stainless steel grill brush curved to follow the natural
brush stroke.
64014

Designed for use on a cool grill, making cleaning a
breeze. 45.7cm long x 16.5cm wide.
65643
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2 pack replacement heads for 64014 grill brush.
Patented Grime Guard
64015

Rubber handle. 16.5cm large stainless steel twisted
bristle head cleans deep into corners of the barbecue.
65641
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Grill Brush

$29

Burner / Maintenance Kit

$19

Grill & Casting Cleaner

$19

Grill Revitalizer

Oven Mitt and Trivet

$39

Broil King Apron

Charcoal Chimney Starter

$69

AC Power Universal Rotisserie

Hardwood grip handle and durable stainless steel bristles.
Wood scraper will not damage porcelain coated grids.
65225

For use on grill and castings. Non-aerosol pump spray
bottle. Easily removes grease and grime.
62380

Silicone grill mitt, heat resistant. Three finger design for
maximum dexterity. Includes a silicone trivet.
60973

Simply place a sheet of crumpled newspaper in the base
of the starter, add the charcoal and light the paper.
The venturi effect will light the charcoal.
63980

Grid Lifter

$15

$19

Stainless Steel Cleaner

$19

$49

Leather Grill Gloves

$59

Burner health is the most critical component to cooking
performance and even heat. Use the venturi brush to
clean out the burners; bugs love to build nests inside
them cutting off your gas flow.
64310

Remove the toughest staining from your stainless or
porcelain exterior surfaces, and make your grill look like
new again. Goes on without water, scrub then buff away;
the best way to revitalize a well loved grill.
62390

Offers protection from grease and sauces and is easy to
wipe clean. Integrated bottle opener and pockets.
60975

$159

100cm universal rotisserie kit a motor with on/off switch, heavy
duty spit forks, counter balancing kit, spit rod.
60522
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Grid lifter removes both cast and stainless cooking
grids in Broil King® grills.
60745

Stainless steel cleaner and polish. Non-aerosol pump
spray bottle. Delivers a wonderful oil free shine.
62385

Heavy duty leather grilling gloves with extra soft linings.
60528

Battery Universal Rotisserie

$159

100cm universal rotisserie kit includes a battery operated motor,
heavy duty spit forks, counter balancing kit and spit rod.
60508

We’re for pineapple on
pizza and party hats.
Roast lamb, minted
peas and tidbits for the
neighbour’s cat.
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Cedar Plank Salmon

Cedar planks are the most commonly used form of grilling plank and if used carefully in a slow cooking
method will impart a wonderful delicate and deep smokey flavour to the salmon.

Ingredients
• Cedar planks
• Salmon Fillets

4. Preheat the grill to a MEDIUM - LOW heat. Place the plank with salmon on
top onto the grill and shut the lid. Leave for 15 - 20 minutes.

Directions

5. The salmon is ready when it is opaque in colour and flakey to the touch.
Check the thickest part of the fillet to ensure it is cooked through.

1. Soak the plank in water or your choice of flavoured liquid (ginger ale, beer,
lemon juice) for 20 - 45 minutes.

6. Serve with simple salad greens and a squeeze of lemon juice.

2. Remove the plank from the liquid and pat dry. Coat with olive oil on both
sides.

7. Immerse the plank in water after use and ensure it is fully cooled before
disposing.

3. Brush the salmon fillets with oil and then season. Place on the smooth side
of the plank.

Note: for a whole salmon fillet, increase cooking time to 45 - 50 minutes.
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Accessories

Smoking and Planking

Wood Chips
Rum Barrel Chunks

$29

Oak barrel smoking chunks are cut from retired wine or
rum barrels.
63255

Add natural wood smoke flavour to
your grilled foods. These aromatic
wood chips come in a variety of
different flavours. Use with a smoker
box or add directly to charcoal.

$35

Premium Smoker Box

Cedar Plank

$29

Maple Grilling Plank

19.0 x 38.0 x 1.0 cm - 2 planks per pack.
100% natural Canadian Red Cedar
63280

63230

$19

Hickory Wood Chips
63220

$19

Mesquite Wood Chips
63200

Smoker Box

Stainless steel smoker box with handles and a hinged lid.
Simple, easy, smoke flavour.
60185

$19

Apple Wood Chips

$69

Professional stainless steel premium smoker box with two
chambers for twice the smoking power, integrated airdamper, hinged lid and handles.
60190

19.0 x 38.0 x 1.0 cm - 2 planks per pack.
100% natural Canadian Maple.
63290
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$29

Wine Barrel Plank

$25

Delux Cutting / Serving Board Set

$89

Present white fish, venison fillet, atop this deeply
wine tinted oak barrel stave. Soak, oil, grill, enjoy!
63270

The essential griller’s cutting board, includes a double
sided resin cutting board for raw meats and bamboo
carving board for cooked meats or vegetable prep.
68426
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Grilling Methods
DIRECT
GRILLING

ROTISSERIE
METHOD

INDIRECT
METHOD

There are several different methods of cooking
on the barbecue: direct grilling, indirect cooking,
rotisserie cooking, planking and smoking.
The method used is determined by the cut of
meat or the type of food you are cooking.

PLANKING

It is possible to cook a variety of foods at the same
time using different grilling methods. However,
setting up your barbecue correctly is critical. In
this section, we outline four primary methods:
direct, indirect, rotisserie cooking and planking.
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Direct Grilling
The direct grilling method is quite simple;
it involves cooking the food on the grids
directly over the flame. We recommend
direct grilling for most single-serving
items such as steaks, chops, fish, burgers,
kebabs and vegetables, or any other
quick-cooking foods.
For the best results: (fig 1)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Preheat the grill on HIGH for 5-10
minutes.
Remove any debris on the cooking
grids with a wire grill brush.
Spray or brush on vegetable oil to
prevent food from sticking.
Reduce the heat to your required
temperature.
Place whatever you’re cooking on
the grids.
That’s it. We told you it was simple.

Indirect Method
The indirect method of grilling is a
technique for cooking larger cuts of meat
such as roasts or poultry. As the name
implies, the food is not grilled directly
over the heat but by hot air circulating
around the food. This set up means there
is no need to turn or baste the food.
The result is delicious, worry-free
barbecuing with little chance of flare-ups.

Indirect: Burner Method (fig 3)
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Rotisserie Method
The constant turning of the meat while
cooking allows it to self-baste, resulting in
exceptionally moist and tender meals.
Helpful hints: (fig 4)
1.
2.

3.

Indirect: Drip Pan Method (fig 2)
Juices and drippings fall and mix with
the contents of the drip pan. This mixture
will vapourize, impart delicious flavours
and ensure a moist and succulent roast,
chicken or turkey.
To use the drip pan method:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Remove the grids and place the drip
pan on top of the Flav-R-Waves™.
Pour water or other cooking liquid,
such as fruit juice or wine, into the
drip pan. Continue adding liquids
while grilling, making sure the drip
pan does not go dry.
Replace the cooking grids.
Preheat the grill on HIGH for 10
minutes then adjust the heat to
MEDIUM or MEDIUM/LOW.
Spray or brush the grids with
cooking oil, then place the meat
directly on the grids above the drip
pan.
Close the lid and sit back and relax
as your food becomes infused with
delicious flavour.

Place a drip pan over the Flav-RWaves™, under the cooking grids, on
the side of the grill where you will be
turning off at least one burner.
Preheat the grill on HIGH and then
turn off at least one burner.
Brush or spray the cooking grids
with cooking oil.
When grilling beef or pork sear the
meat on all sides using the lit side of
the grill and then transfer it over to
the unlit side.
Regulate the heat setting to
maintain your desired temperature
(generally MEDIUM).
This method is wonderful not only
for roasts but also for thicker steaks,
chops and bone-in cuts of chicken.

Fix the meat securely in the middle of
the spit.
With poultry, the wings and legs
should be tied in tightly to avoid
burning.
Place a drip pan under the meat to
collect extra juices for making gravy.

Planking
Another unique and delicious way to grill
food is by using a wooden plank. This
is a surefire way to get delicious results
and wow your dinner guests. The smoke
created from the plank sitting directly
above a lit burner infuses the meat with
unsurpassed grilled flavour.
Using a plank is simple: (fig 5)
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Soak it in water for at least an hour
and pat it dry.
Pre-heat your grill on HIGH for 10
minutes.
Coat one side of the plank with olive
oil then place the seasoned meat
on it.
Place the plank on the grill directly
over the lit burner and reduce the
heat to MEDIUM-LOW.
Cook the meat to your liking.
Cedar planks are ideal for salmon
but don’t be afraid to try other
meats with it. Pork goes great on a
maple plank.

NOTE

Always barbecue with your lid closed to maintain a constant temperature
and achieve the best possible results.
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THE PERFECT STEAKTM
Grilling Guide
Preheat grill to 2500C. Brush grids with olive oil and proceed as directed.
Meat Thickness
4 cm

2.5 cm		

		
Rare
		
Medium/Rare

Rare

Med/High

Time Per Side

Total Time

A

B

C

D

1¾

1¾

1¾

1¾

7 minutes

Medium/Rare

Med/High

2

2

2

2

8 minutes

Medium

Med/High

2¼

2¼

2¼

2¼

9 minutes

Well

Med/High

2½

2½

2½

2½

10 minutes

Med/High

3

3

3

3

12 minutes

Medium		

NOTE

Heat Setting

Bone-in cuts take slightly longer. Times may be affected by thickness of meat and temperature of meat prior to
cooking. Bring steak close to room temperature before cooking.

E

G

B

C

A
D

F

A. Strip Loin: Cut from the short loin the
strip loin offers a tender, well marbled and
flavourful cut of beef perfect for grilling.
Because it is cut from a single muscle, the
strip loin cooks evenly and can be cut from
1.5cm to 5cm thick or more.

C. T-Bone: The T-bone is a bone-in steak from
the short loin. This cut has a T-shaped bone
that separates the tenderloin section from
the larger portion of the top loin. These
steaks are not as tender as the porterhouse
steak but are still very tasty.

B. Tenderloin: The tenderloin is a cut of meat
that is exceptionally tender. On a cow, the
tenderloin is found in the middle of the
back between the sirloin and the rib. The
tenderloin is extremely tender because the
muscles that make it up are rarely used.
When the tenderloin is cut into pieces it is
called fillet mignon.

D. Porterhouse: The porterhouse is a large
steak from the thick end of the short loin.
The porterhouse contains a T-shaped bone
and large piece of tenderloin. Porterhouse is
one of the most popular types of steak.
E. Rib-Eye: When cut into steaks, the rib eye
is one of the most popular and juicy steaks
on the market. Meat from the rib section is
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fattier than other cuts of beef. This extra fat
makes rib-eye steaks exceptionally tender
and full of flavour.
F. Flank: Flank steak is cut from the belly
muscles of the cow. The flank steak is
much tougher than the loin and rib steaks
which is why many recipes for flank steak
use marinades, braising or low and slow
cooking.
G. Sirloin: The sirloin is actually divided into
several types of steak. The top sirloin is the
most flavourful. The bottom sirloin is less
tender, much larger and is typically offered
when one buys sirloin steaks.
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Accessories

Charcoal Caddie Basket

$79

Hitch Adaptor Kit

$119

Quick-Grip™ Accessory Handle

$29

Diffuser Kit

$119

$79

Cradles the charcoal to make it easier to light.
KA5565

Multi-Purpose Tool

$29

Tool to lift and adjust the Keg cooking grids, clean ash
from fire bowl and adjust dampers.
KA5527

Easily remove Keg accessories from grill.
KA5555

Premium Cooking Grate Set

$179

Cast Iron Griddle

Premium Grill Cover

$159

Premium Keg Cart Cover

The set includes a cast iron primary cooking grate and
chrome wire swing away secondary cooking grate for
added cooking capacity.
KA5545

Crafted of 900 Denier PVC/Polyester with a weather and
fade resistant PVC exterior, embroidered with the Broil
King® Keg logo and seamed with blue baseball stitching.
KA5535

Made of heavy duty cast iron in an oval shape with
matte porcelain finish, the cast iron griddle is an
essential Keg accessory.
KA5542

$199

Crafted of 900 Denier PVC / Polyester with a weather and
fade resistant PVC exterior, Embroidered with the Broil King®
Keg logo and seamed with blue baseball stitching.
KA5536
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Simply insert the 3.18cm or 5.08cm hitch adapter into your
vehicles trailer hitch receiver, remove the cart from your Keg
and slide it onto the adaptor mounted on your vehicle.
KA5532

Keeps inside of the Keg moist. Use diffuser kit cradle alone
to elevate main cooking grid to the rim of the Keg to easily
grill burgers.
KA5533

Heavy Duty Grill Cover

$79

Hardwood Lump Charcoal

$35

500 x 300D PVC/Polyester cover designed to fit 2000
series Kegs.
KA5544

A custom blend of hardwood manufactured entirely
from whole wood pieces rather than slab wood like
most lump charcoal. Comes in a 3.99kg bag.
TCF5505

Comparison Charts
PORTABLE TO SMALL MODELS

Porta-ChefTM 120

Porta-ChefTM 320

MonarchTM 320

MonarchTM 390

CrownTM 310

PRICE

$499

$599

$999

$1,299

$799

DUAL-TUBE TM
BURNERS

1 STANDARD TUBE

3 STANDARD TUBE

3

3

3 STANDARD TUBE

COOKS FOR

up to 10

up to 12

up to 15

up to 15

up to 12

ROTISSERIE

-

-

-

yes

-

SIDE BURNER

-

-

-

yes

-

CONDIMENT
SHELVES

-

-

-

-

-

PULL OUT TANK
DRAWER

-

-

-

-

-

GRILL SURFACE

Heavy-duty cast iron
cooking grids

Heavy-duty cast iron
cooking grids

Reversible heavy-duty
cast iron cooking grids

Reversible heavy-duty
cast iron cooking grids

Heavy-duty cast iron
cooking grids

COOKBOX

Aluminium cookbox
with stainless steel
lid insert

Aluminium cookbox
with stainless steel
lid insert

Aluminium cookbox
with stainless steel
lid insert

Aluminium cookbox
with stainless steel
lid insert

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

COOKING SURFACE
SIZE (CM)

46L x 31W

46L x 31W

55L x 38W

55L x 38W

49L x 44W

LED BACKLIT
CONTROL LIGHTS

-

-

-

-

-

OVEN LIGHTS

-

-

-

-

-

HOT PLATE
INCLUDED

-

-

-

-

-

AVAILABLE IN
STAINLESS STEEL

-

-

-

-

-

DIMENSIONS (CM)

109L x 52W x 93H

109L x 52W x 105H

132L x 56W x 119H

132L x 56W x 119H

118L x 58W x 117H

BTU'S

14,000

18,000

30,000

30000main,
10,000 side,
12,000 rotis

30025

KW'S

4.1

5.25

8.8

8.8 main,
2.7 side,
3.5 rear

8.8

WARRANTY

10yr cookbox, 3yr
burner, 2yr parts

10yr cookbox, 3yr
burner, 2yr parts

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

Lifetime on cookbox,
5yr burner, 2yr parts
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$1,299

-

Reversible heavy-duty
cast iron cooking
grids

Aluminium cookbox
with stainless steel
lid insert

$999

3

up to 15

-

-

-

-

Reversible heavy-duty
cast iron cooking
grids

Aluminium cookbox
with stainless steel
lid insert

55L x 38W

-

-

-

-

132L x 56W x 119H

30,000

PRICE

DUAL-TUBE TM
BURNERS

COOKS FOR

ROTISSERIE

SIDE BURNER

CONDIMENT
SHELVES

PULL OUT TANK
DRAWER

GRILL SURFACE

COOKBOX

COOKING SURFACE
SIZE (CM)

LED BACKLIT
CONTROL LIGHTS

OVEN LIGHTS

HOT PLATE
INCLUDED

AVAILABLE IN
STAINLESS STEEL

DIMENSIONS (CM)

BTU'S

KW'S

WARRANTY

30000

8.8

30000main,
10,000 side,
12,000 rotis

8.8 main,
2.7 side,
3.5 rear

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

8.8

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

Lifetime on cookbox,
5yr burner, 2yr parts

118L x 58W x 117H

-

-

-

-

49L x 44W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

Heavy-duty cast iron
cooking grids

-

-

-

-

up to 12

3 STANDARD TUBE

$799

CrownTM 310

132L x 56W x 119H

-

-

-

-

55L x 38W

-

yes

yes

up to 15

3

MonarchTM 390

MonarchTM 320

Lifetime on cookbox,
5yr burner, 2yr parts

11.4

39000

142L x 58W x 117H

-

-

-

-

65L x 44W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

Heavy-duty cast iron
cooking grids

-

-

-

-

up to 15

4 STANDARD TUBE

$999

CrownTM 410

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

11.4

40,000

145L x 61W x 116H

-

-

-

-

65L x 44W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

Reversible heavy-duty
cast iron cooking
grids

-

-

-

-

up to 15

4

$1,399

BaronTM 420

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

11.4 main,
2.7 side

40000 main,
10,000 side

145L x 61W x 116H

yes

-

-

-

65L x 44W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

Reversible heavy-duty
cast iron cooking
grids

-

-

yes

-

up to 15

4

$1,599

BaronTM 440

COMPARISON CHART - SMALL TO MID MODELS

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

11.4 main,
2.7 side,
4.4 rear

40,000main,
10,000side,
15,000 rear

145L x 61W x 116H

-

-

-

-

65L x 44W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

Reversible heavy-duty
cast iron cooking
grids

-

-

yes

yes

up to 15

4

$1,799

BaronTM490

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

13.2 main,
2.7 side

50,000 main,
10,000 side

143L x 63W x 125H

-

-

-

yes

65L x 49W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

Reversible heavy-duty
cast iron cooking
grids

yes

yes

yes

-

up to 20

4

$1,999

RegalTM 440

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

13.2 main,
2.7 side,
4.4 rear

50,000 main,
10,000 side,
15,000 rear

143L x 63W x 125H

yes

-

-

yes

65L x 49W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

Reversible heavy-duty
cast iron cooking
grids

yes

yes

yes

yes

up to 20

4

$2,299

RegalTM 490

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

13.2 main,
2.7 side,
4.4 rear

50,000 main,
10,000 side,
15,000 rear

158L x 63W x 125H

yes

yes

yes

yes

65L x 49W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

Reversible cast
stainless steel
cooking grids

yes

yes

yes

yes

up to 20

4

$3,499

ImperialTM 490
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-

Reversible heavy-duty
cast iron cooking
grids

-

Reversible heavy-duty
cast iron cooking
grids

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

up to 15

-

-

-

-

Heavy-duty cast iron
cooking grids

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

65L x 44W

-

-

-

-

142L x 58W x 117H

COOKS FOR

ROTISSERIE

SIDE BURNER

CONDIMENT
SHELVES

PULL OUT TANK
DRAWER

GRILL SURFACE

COOKBOX

COOKING SURFACE
SIZE (CM)

LED BACKLIT
CONTROL LIGHTS

OVEN LIGHTS

HOT PLATE
INCLUDED

AVAILABLE IN
STAINLESS STEEL

DIMENSIONS (CM)

11.4

Lifetime on cookbox,
5yr burner, 2yr parts

39000

11.4

Lifetime on cookbox,
5yr burner, 2yr parts

BTU'S

KW'S

WARRANTY

40,000

145L x 61W x 116H

-

-

-

-

65L x 44W

-

-

-

up to 15

4

4 STANDARD TUBE

DUAL-TUBE TM
BURNERS

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

13.2 main,
2.7 side,
4.4 rear

11.4 main,
2.7 side,
4.4 rear

11.4 main,
2.7 side

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

50,000 main,
10,000 side,
15,000 rear

161L x 61W x 116H

-

-

-

-

82L x 44W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

Reversible heavy-duty
cast iron cooking
grids

-

-

yes

yes

up to 20

5

$2,099

BaronTM 590

40,000main,
10,000side,
15,000 rear

145L x 61W x 116H

-

-

-

-

65L x 44W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

Reversible heavy-duty
cast iron cooking
grids

-

-

yes

yes

up to 15

4

$1,799

BaronTM 490

40,000 main,
10,000 side

145L x 61W x 116H

yes

-

-

-

65L x 44W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

-

yes

-

up to 15

4

$1,599

$1,399

$999

PRICE

BaronTM 440

BaronTM 420

CrownTM 410

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

13.2 main,
2.7 side

50,000 main,
10,000 side

143L x 63W x 125H

-

-

-

yes

65L x 49W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

Reversible heavy-duty
cast iron cooking
grids

yes

yes

yes

-

up to 20

4

$1,999

RegalTM 440

COMPARISON CHART - MID TO LARGE MODELS

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

13.2 main,
2.7 side,
4.4 rear

50,000 main,
10,000 side,
15,000 rear

143L x 63W x 125H

yes

-

-

yes

65L x 49W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

Reversible heavy-duty
cast iron cooking
grids

yes

yes

yes

yes

up to 20

4

$2,299

RegalTM 490

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

16 main,
2.7 side,
4.4 rear

55,000 main,
10,000 side,
15,000 rear

159L x 63W x 125H

-

-

-

yes

82L x 49W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

Reversible heavy-duty
cast iron cooking
grids

yes

yes

yes

yes

up to 24

5

$2,899

RegalTM 590

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

13.2 main,
2.7 side,
4.4 rear

50,000 main,
10,000 side,
15,000 rear

158L x 63W x 125H

yes

yes

yes

yes

65L x 49W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

Reversible cast
stainless steel
cooking grids

yes

yes

yes

yes

up to 20

4

$3,499

ImperialTM 490

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

16 main,
2.7 side,
4.4 rear

55,000 main,
10,000 side,
15,000 rear

174L x 63W x 125H

-

yes

yes

yes

81L x 49W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

Reversible cast
stainless steel
cooking grids

yes

yes

yes

yes

up to 24

5

$3,999

ImperialTM 590

Lifetime on cookbox,
10yr burner, 2yr parts

17.6 main,
2.7 side,
4.4 rear

60,000 main,
10,000 side,
15,000 rear

193L x 63W x 125H

yes

yes

yes

yes

96L x 49W

Stainless steel
cookbox with cast
aluminium end caps

Reversible cast
stainless steel
cooking grids

yes

yes

yes

yes

up to 30

6

$4,999

ImperialTM XL
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